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Subtle Disengagement Cues
Examples of Potent Disengagement Cues

Cue Description

Maximal lateral gaze aversion 
(head turn)

Student turns their head away from the stimulation as far as it will go (almost over their 
shoulder).

Halt hand Student puts hand up with the fingers spread out as though they are stopping traffic. The hand 
gesture is between the student and the stimulation or object.

Walking away The student walks away from the stimulation.

Coughing The student coughs suddenly and noisily without needing to do so.

Pushing away The student touches the object or teacher they are intended to engage with and then extends 
their arm as though to push the object away.

Examples of Subtle Disengagement Cues

Cue Description
Straightening arms down the 
side of the body

Student may stand with a rigid stance holding arms close to the side of their body.

Displaying a dull expression 
on face and in eyes (low 
affect)

Student may look uninterested or unengaged. This may be particularly noticeable when other 
students are animated.

Eye blinking or clinching Student blinks eyes rapidly or clinches eyes shut for a moment.

Facial grimacing Student scrunches facial muscles for a moment and then releases them.

Fast breathing Student takes quick breaths unrelated to physical activity.

Frowning with the brow 
lowering

Student’s frown is reflected in the brow area as well as on the mouth.

Averting gaze Student looks away from the activity, peer, or adult stimulus before looking back. Student 
avoids eye contact for a moment.

Touching hands to eye, ear, or 
stomach

Student touches their eye, ear, or stomach to self-calm or self-soothe.

Lowering head Student lowers head for a moment during a task or activity. This is more noticeable when it is 
not an activity that requires the head to lower (such as writing or working at a desk).

Cue Description
Increasing foot or leg 
movements

Student may rapidly move their foot or swing their legs. Small foot movements may also signal 
that the student is attempting to self-regulate themself or maintain attention to the task.

Compressing lips together or 
grimacing

Student brings lips together in a straight, flat line. This may only be for a moment.

Wrinkling forehead Student scrunches forehead for a moment while concentrating or working.

Yawning Student yawns to self-regulate and attend to task.

Turning head away Student momentarily turns head away from the activity, assignment, or stimulus.

Source: Adapted from Oxford & Findlay, 2019. 
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